ILLUSTRATION: R2PCLS PROFIT SHARING
4X4 MEMBERS BONUS MATRIX
LEGAL DISCLAIMER: Although entrance into our Rewards-2-Prosperity Cash Leveraging System is virtually
FREE since we use 100% of the commission from our Members only available purchase to place them into
our Cash Leveraging System, still NO guarantees are intended by presenting this illustration because there
are of course NO guarantees that you will receive any earnings or profit shares by participating in our Cash
Leveraging System. You must create your own guarantees by hard work, sustained efforts and by having a
team that is committed to do the same.

1. You enter the Stage-1 $40 1X4 Starter Matrix (SM) by acquiring your
FREE Prepaid Debit Card, by passing up your 1st 2 EasyCash4Ads
sales to R2PCLS Admin or by purchasing our $40 product.
2. You produce 4 Starter Matrix sales of one of the above or any
combination of these which generates $160 (4x$40) and 4 are
placed into the SM.
A. You cycle from the 1X4 Starter Matrix.
B. $50 of the $160 is used to place You into a top position of our
Profit Sharing 4X4 Members Bonus Matrix (MBM).
C. Your MBM T-1 1st Upline Member receives the $50 as a
Qualification Bonus (QB) amount which qualifies You to receive
4 $50 T-1 QB deposits when 4 Members are placed on your T-1.
D. You receive a $5 Producer Bonus (PB) for each of your 4 Sales
totaling $20.
E. $80 places You into our Stage-2 $80 2X2 Booster Matrix.
F. Admin retains $10 ($160-$50-$20-$80=$10).
3. Your 4 Starter Matrix (SM) Members each produce 4 sales totaling
16, $640 (16x$40) is generated, Your 4 cycle the SM and $200

(4x $50) is used to place these 4 into the 4X4 MBM on Your T-1.
A. You receive the $200 deposited into your Cash Account as 4 $50
T-1 QB amounts which qualifies your 4 Tier-1 Members to receive
4 $50 T-1 Qualification Bonus (QB) amounts when the system
places 4 on their T-1 as more Sales produce more SM Cyclers.
B. The system deducts $100 from the $200 in T-1 QB deposits you
received and deposits it into the Cash Account (CA) of your T-2
1st Upline to qualify You to receive 16 $100 Tier-2 QB amount
deposits when 16 are placed on your T-2 by the system.
C. $80 is paid out to 4 Producers, each receiving $20 (4x$5) in
Producer Bonuses for their 4 SM Sales.
D. $320 (4x $80) places these 4 into the $80 Booster Matrix.
E. Admin retains $40 ($640-$200-$80-$320=$40).
F. You would have 4 on your  Profit Sharing 4X4 MBM Tier-1!
4. 16 Starter Matrix (SM) Members each produce 4 sales totaling 64,
$2560 (64x$40) is generated, 16 cycle the SM and $800 (16x $50) is
used to place these 16 into the MBM with each of your 4 T-1 Members
receiving 4 of these 16 to fill their T-1 which also fills Your Tier-2!
$200 (4x $50) of the $800 is deposited into the Cash Account (CA) of
each of your 4 T-1 Members as QB amounts qualifying these 16 to
receive 4 $50 Tier-1 QB amounts when the system places 4 on their
T-1.
A. $320 (16x $20) is paid out to 16 Producers, each receiving $20
(4x$5) in Producer Bonuses for their 4 SM Sales.
B. $1280 (16x $80) of the $2560 generated is used to place these 16
into the R2PCLS Stage-1 $80 Booster Matrix.
C. Admin retains $160 ($2560-$800-$320-$1280=$160).

D. You have 16 on your  Profit Sharing 4X4 MBM T-2.
5. 64 Starter Matrix Members each produce 4 sales totaling 256,
$10,240 (256x$40) is generated, 64 cycle the SM and $3200
(64x $50) is used to place these 64 into the MBM with each of your
16 T-2 Members receiving 4 of these 64 to fill their Tier-1 which also
fills Your T-3!
 $
 200 (4x$50) of the $3200 is deposited into the CA of each of your 16
Tier-2 Members as QB amounts qualifying these 64 to receive 4 $50
T-1 QB deposits when the system places Members on their T-1.
A. You receive $1600 (16x$100) in T-2 QB deposits as the system
deducts $100 from the $200 T-1 QB deposits received by your 16
Tier-2 Members which will qualify your 16 T-2 Members to receive
T-2 QB deposits when the system places Members on their T-2.
B. The system deducts $200 from your T-2 deposits of $1600
received and deposits it into the Cash Account (CA) of your T-3
1st Upline to qualify You to receive 64 $200 T-3 QB amount
deposits when your T-3 Members also become qualified to receive
T-3 QB amount deposits.
C. $1280 (64x $20) is paid out to 64 Starter Matrix Producers, each
receiving $20 (4x$5) in Producer Bonuses for their 4 Sales.
D. $5120 (64x $80) of the $10,240 generated is used to place these
64 SM Cyclers into the Booster Matrix.
E. Admin retains $640 ($10,240-$3200-$1280-$5120=$640).
F. You have 64 on your MBM T-3.
6. 256 Starter Matrix Members each produce 4 sales totaling 1024,
$40,960 (1024x$40) is generated, 256 cycle the SM and $12,800
(256x $50) is used to place these 256 into the MBM with each of your

 64 Tier-3 Members receiving 4 on their T-1 which also fills Your T-4!
 $200 (4x$50) of this $12,800 (64x $200) is deposited into the CA’s of
each of your 64 T-3 Members as QB amounts qualifying these 256 to
receive 4 $50 T-1 QB deposits when the system places Members on
their T-1.
 A. You receive $12.8K (64x$200) in T-3 QB deposits as the system
deducts $200 from the $1600 in T-2 QB amount deposits received
by each of your 64 Tier-3 Members when their 16 T-2 Members
qualified to receive 16 $100 T-2 QB amount deposits.
B. The system deducts $400 from your T-3 deposits of $12.8K and
deposits it into the Cash Account (CA) of your T-4 1st Upline to
qualify You to receive 256 $400 T-4 QB amount deposits when
your 256 T-4 Members become qualified to receive T-4 qualification
deposits.
C. $5120 (256x$20) of the $40,960 generated is paid out to 256 SM
Producers, each receiving $20 (4x $5) for their 4 SM Sales.
D. $20,480 (256x $80) is used to place these 256 Starter Matrix
Cyclers into the $80 2X2 Booster Matrix.
E. Admin retains $2560 ($40,960-$12,800-$5120-$20,480=$2560).
F. You have 256 on your  Profit Sharing 4X4 MBM T-4!
7. 1024 Starter Matrix Members each produce 4 sales totaling 4096
(1024x4), $163,840 (4096x$40) is generated, 1024 cycle the SM
and $51,200 (1024x $50) is used to place these 1024 into the MBM
with each of your 256 Tier-4 Members receiving 4 on their T-1.
 $200 (4x$50) is deposited into the CA’s of each of your 256 T-4
Members totaling $51,200 (1024x $50) as QB amounts qualifying
these 1024 Tier-1 Members to receive 4 $50 T-1 QB deposits

when the system places Members on their T-1.
 A. You receive $102,400 (256x$400) in T-4 QB deposits as the
system deducts $400 from the $12.8K in T-3 QB amount deposits
received by each of your 256 Tier-4 Members which qualifies them
to receive 256 $400 T-4 QB amount deposits when the system
places 256 Members on their T-4.
B. The system deducts $800 from your T-4 deposits of $102.4K and
deposits it into the Cash Account (CA) of your T-5 1st Upline to
qualify You to receive 4 $800 MBM Stage-2 Tier-5 QB amount
deposits when your 4 Stage-1 Tier-1 Members also qualify for
 Stage-2 Tier-5 deposits.
* This process illustrated here in this “B” section by which the
system deducted your qualifying amount for Tier-5 from your
previously received Tier QB amount deposits and deposited
it into the CA of your respective Tier 1st Upline Member to
qualify you to receive QB amount deposits for that Tier will
potentially continue for Tiers 6,7 and 8 to accumulate for you
as much as $2 Million in MBM Profit Share cash deposits.



C. $20,480 (1024x$20) of the $163,840 generated is paid out to 1024
SM Producers, each receiving $20 (4x $5) for their 4 SM Sales.
D. $20,480 (256x $80) is used to place these 256 Starter Matrix
Cyclers into the $80 2X2 Booster Matrix.
E. Remains: $71,680 ($163,840-$51.2K-$20,480-$20,480=$71,680).
F. Of $71,680 remaining Admin retains $10,240 which leaves $61,440.
*Your Stage-1 of the 4X4 MBM is filled with 340 Members.
$61,440 remaining of the $163,840 generated is used to cycle 384 of the 4096
SM Members from the Starter Matrix. 96 (384÷4) of the last 1024 SM Cyclers

would each receive 4 of these 384 SM Cyclers on their Stage-1 Tier-1 and $200
totaling $19,200 (96x$200) in QB amount deposits. $30,720 (384x$80) of the
$61,440 is used to place 384 into the $80 2X2 Booster Matrix.

G. Admin retains $11,520 ($61,440-$19,200-$30,720=$11,520).
Potentially Members will continue to be placed by the system into the MBM
filling everyone’s Stage-1 as Starter Matrix Members continue to produce SM
Entry Sales.

Your Stage-1 of the MBM is filled. Potentially you would have received $117K. As each
Member of each Tier in Stage-1 advance through Stage-1, you will potentially receive
Stage-2 QB amount deposits illustrated in the chart below. Tier qualifications and QB
amount deposits would be automatic not requiring any new Members to fill your
Stage-2!

TIER

MEMBERS

QB AMOUNT

QB DEPOSITS

5

Stage-1 (4)

$800

$3200

6

Stage-1 (16)

$1600

$25.6K

7

Stage-1 (64)

$3200

$204.8K

8

Stage-1 (256)

$6400

$1.6M

Stage-2 Totals

Stage-1 (340)

$12K

$1.9M

Your Stage-1 and Stage-2 Total Potential Cash Deposits

$117K + $1.9M = $2 MILLION!

